We have developed a 5.5 year climatology of atmospheric transport into the Antarctic troposphere, which uses the same data set and methods as described in a recent study for the Arctic. This allows direct comparisons of transport properties for the two polar regions. The climatology is based on a simulation with the Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART, where the model atmosphere was globally filled with particles. Transport characteristics as well as emission sensitivities were derived from 6 hourly particle positions. We found that the probability for near-surface air to originate from the stratosphere on a time scale of 10 days is an order of magnitude higher near the South Pole than near the North Pole, a result of higher topography and descent that partly compensates for the flow of air down the Antarctic Plateau with the katabatic winds. The stratospheric influence is largest in fall, which is opposite to the seasonality in the Arctic. Stratospheric influence is much smaller over the shelf ice regions and in a band around Antarctica. The average time for which air near the surface has been exposed to continuous darkness in July (continuous light in January) is longest over the Ronne Ice Shelf and Ross Ice Shelf at ∼11 days (20 days). We calculated how sensitive Antarctic air masses are to emission input up to 30 days before arriving in Antarctica if removal processes are ignored. The emission sensitivity shows strong meridional gradients and, as a result, is generally low over South America, Africa, and Australia. For a 10 day time scale, the largest emission sensitivities over these continents are 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than over Eurasia for transport to the Arctic, showing that foreign continents have a much smaller potential to pollute the Antarctic than the Arctic troposphere. Emission sensitivities and derived black carbon (BC) source contributions over South America, Africa, and Australia are substantially (a factor 10 for Africa) larger in winter than in summer. In winter, biomass burning contributes more BC than anthropogenic sources. For typical aerosol lifetimes of 5–10 days, ship emissions south of 60°S account for half of the total BC concentrations in the lowest 1000 m of the atmosphere south of 70°S in December. The increasing number of tourists visiting Antarctica and fishing vessels operating close to Antarctica are, therefore, a matter of concern.

an angle, due to the balance between the pressure force, the Coriolis force and the drag force) in the Antarctic interior [Parish and Bromwich, 2007]. It eventually falls down the steep slopes and valleys of the coastal regions at speeds that are among the highest observed surface wind velocities on Earth (see van den Broeke and van Lipzig [2003] and Parish and Bromwich [2007] for analyses of the near-surface wind field over Antarctica). The mass flux associated with these katabatic winds is significant even at the global scale [Dalu et al., 1993]. The mass lost in the outflow must be replaced by subsidence over Antarctica [Van der Berg et al., 2007] which in turn is fed in the middle and upper troposphere by convergence of air into a cyclonic vortex above Antarctica [James, 1989]. Some of the air descending into the Antarctic boundary layer may originate in the stratosphere [Roscoe, 2004] where intense cooling maintains a strong and stable vortex in winter.

[4] Over the seas surrounding Antarctica, there is net upward transport [Parish and Bromwich, 2007; Van der Berg et al., 2007] accomplished partly by the globally highest frequency of cyclones [Simmonds et al., 2003; Wernli and Schwierz, 2006]. The cyclones can interrupt the katabatic outflow from the continent and are responsible for much of the moisture transport toward the ice sheet [Van Lipzig and van den Broeke, 2002]. The strong cyclonic winds also mobilize large amounts of sea salt, an important aerosol over Antarctica [Fischer et al., 2007], and marine biological sources dominate the non-sea-salt aerosol sulphate over Antarctica [Minikin et al., 1998; Savoie et al., 1992]. The cyclones often also bring enhancements in radon-222 [Wyputta, 1997] or black carbon (BC) aerosols [Murphy and Hogan, 1992] that must originate on other continents. In connection with blocking highs, relatively warm moist aerosol rich air can intrude with cyclones even over the Antarctic Plateau [Massom et al., 2004] and to the South Pole [Hogan et al., 1982; Arimoto et al., 2008].

[5] While the strong influence of marine sources on Antarctic aerosol concentrations is obvious, the transport of material from other continents is not often directly observed. A few individual events have been documented, such as the transport of dust from Patagonia [Gasso and Stein, 2007] or smoke from biomass burning in South America [Evangelista et al., 2007; Pereira et al., 2006] to the tip of the Antarctic peninsula. Fiebig et al. [2009] discovered transport of biomass burning aerosol from South America to an inland site on Queen Maude Land. Wyputta [1997] tentatively linked an increase in radon-222 concentrations at the coastal Georg von Neumayer station to transport from South America. Another method of attributing deposited material to its sources is geochemical fingerprinting of Antarctic ice core dust. Using this technique, South America was identified as the dominant dust source region during glacial periods [Delmonte et al., 2004] but a substantial contribution of dust from Australia was revealed during interglacial periods [Revel-Rolland et al., 2006].

[6] Owing to the remoteness of Antarctica and difficulties with identifying clear transport events in the atmospheric measurement data, models have often been used to attribute pollution in Antarctica to its sources. For example, Krinner and Genthon [2003] initialized tracers with fixed lifetimes over the Southern Hemisphere continents in an atmospheric general circulation model. [7] They found that transport to Antarctica from South America is fastest, followed by transport from Australia, while transport from South Africa is much slower. This is in agreement with a recent study by Li et al. [2008] who simulated the transport of dust from the different source continents. They also found a relatively strong influence of dust from the Northern Hemisphere in the upper troposphere over Antarctica, a finding which cannot be verified because of a lack of measurement data. However, Yurganov [1997] showed that in Antarctica measured carbon monoxide concentrations averaged over the entire tropospheric column are greater than the concentrations near the surface, indicating a stronger influence from continental sources and maybe the Northern Hemisphere aloft. Generally, transport models have not often been compared directly to observation data from Antarctica, probably because of a lack of model skill. In one comparison, the modeled BC at Halley station and at the South Pole had almost the opposite seasonal cycle as the observations [Wolff and Cachier, 1998].

[8] Statistical studies of transport to Antarctica have also been performed using trajectory calculations for single measurement stations or ice core drilling sites. An example is the study of Kottmeier and Fay [1998] who presented 3 year statistics of 5 day back trajectories from the Neumayer station. Trajectories have also been used to identify where the moisture for precipitation events is coming from [e.g., Reijmer et al., 2002; Helsens et al., 2006; Suzuki et al., 2008] and for water isotope modeling [Schlosser et al., 2008].

This paper presents a transport climatology for the Antarctic troposphere, which is built on the same data set and the same methods as used by Stohl [2006] for a transport climatology for the Arctic. This allows direct comparisons of transport characteristics for the two regions. The climatology is not specific to a single location and will present time scales of transport within Antarctica and from various regions outside, with a focus on conditions near the surface. In a related paper, Sodemann and Stohl [2009] use the same data set and a moisture source diagnostic to identify where the precipitation falling over Antarctica has its evaporation sources. For the reader’s convenience, Figure 1 shows maps of sea ice concentration around Antarctica in September and February, as well as Antarctic topography and annual snow accumulation, and marks geographical features referred to in this paper.

2. Model Calculations

[10] The data set of Stohl [2006] which is used here was generated with the Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART [Stohl et al., 1998, 2005; Stohl and Thomson, 1999] (see also http://transport.nilu.no/flexpart) for a 5.5 year period (27 October 1999 until 1 May 2005). FLEXPART was driven with operational analyses from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts [White, 2002] with 1° × 1° resolution (derived from T319 spectral truncation) and 60 model levels (14 below 1500 m above ground level (a.g.l.)). Analyses at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC and 3 hour forecasts at 0300, 0900, 1500, and 2100 UTC were used.

[11] FLEXPART calculates trajectories using the mean winds interpolated from the ECMWF analyses plus random
motions that account for turbulence. In the boundary layer, Langevin equations for Gaussian turbulence [Stohl and Thomson, 1999] are solved. For moist convective transport, FLEXPART uses the scheme of Emanuel and Živković-Rothman [1999], as described and tested by Forster et al. [2007]. In order to maintain high accuracy around the pole, FLEXPART advects particles on a polar stereographic projection poleward of 75°.

At the start of the model simulation, the global atmosphere was "filled" homogeneously with 1.4 million particles. Particles were then allowed to move freely, and their positions and meteorological data interpolated from the ECMWF analyses were recorded in output files every 6 hours. As particles were not repositioned during the simulation, the model must not violate the so-called well-mixed criterion [Thomson, 1987], i.e., accumulate particles or leave voids in particular regions. This was largely the case [Stohl, 2006]. All analyses were done on a 3° longitude × 2° latitude grid with 9 layers and are presented as monthly or seasonal (summer: December, January, February; fall: March, April, May; winter: June, July, August; spring: September, October, November) mean values.

While the ECMWF data used can resolve synoptic-scale flow patterns, the strong temperature inversions often found over Antarctica and the katabatic winds especially near the coast are certainly not fully resolved and would require higher resolution. Another problem may be that the turbulence parameterizations have not been developed specifically for the extreme Antarctic conditions but have been derived from field experiments in the middle latitudes. We concentrate our analyses on the lowest 100–1000 m of the atmosphere, which is probably not fully representative of near-surface air given the substantial structure that may exist even below 100 m in the Antarctic atmosphere. This is a compromise taking into account the current limitations of the ECMWF data and other global meteorological analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Transport From the Stratosphere

To determine the impact of stratospheric air in the Antarctic troposphere, we counted the time since particles crossed the thermal tropopause [World Meteorological Organization, 1986] for the last time. The thermal tropopause is not well defined over Antarctica in winter [Court, 1942; Neff, 1999; Zängl and Hoinka, 2001] but was used here for consistency with the Arctic study of Stohl [2006]. In order to avoid false positive tropopause diagnoses because of the strong temperature gradients due to cooling at the surface, our algorithm starts searching for the thermal tropopause from 2.5 km above ground level. Over the Antarctic Plateau, the tropopause may occasionally be lower than this minimum value, which could lead to a slight underestimation of the stratospheric influence in our study. As in Stohl [2006], we show maps of the probability that air residing in the lowest 500 m of the atmosphere has come from the stratosphere within 10 days. Using shorter time scales results in very small fractions of stratospheric air, whereas using longer time scales yields similar but smoother spatial patterns.

Throughout the year, the probabilities for transport from the stratosphere are lowest in a subpolar band around
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Antarctica, especially over the Ronne and Ross ice shelf regions (Figure 2). There, the transport probabilities are 2 orders of magnitude lower than in the middle and subtropical latitudes where they can reach 10%. This strong meridional gradient in stratospheric influence is similar to what was found for the Arctic [Stohl, 2006, Figure 6] where, however, transport probabilities decrease further toward the North Pole. In contrast, transport probabilities over the Antarctic interior are some factor of 4 higher than those over the subpolar band. This is in agreement with a maximum of stratospheric influence near the South Pole found by James et al. [2003, Figure 1]. The transport probabilities of the order of 1% over the Antarctic Plateau are almost an order of magnitude (depending on season) higher than in the most isolated parts of the high Arctic but are comparable to those over Greenland [see Stohl, 2006, Figure 6] which is located away from the pole. This confirms the picture of Roscoe [2004], where air is brought down in the stratosphere by the Brewer-Dobson circulation and transported down further into the troposphere to replace the air flowing down the Antarctic Plateau with the katabatic winds [James, 1989]. The relatively strong stratospheric influence over Antarctica has important implications for ozone [Helmig et al., 2007] as well as for reactive nitrogen [Davis et al., 2008], for which the stratosphere is a source.

[16] The patterns of stratospheric influence in Figure 2 can be well understood by the two mechanisms bringing down stratospheric air: stratospheric intrusions occurring in midlatitude cyclones [James et al., 2003] and general subsidence over Antarctica [Roscoe, 2004]. Stratospheric influence is minimal in the zonal band between the latitudes where these two mechanisms operate. Even though cyclones are frequent in this region [Simmons et al., 2003], these cyclones, unlike those further north or in the Northern Hemisphere, are shallow and do not extend into the tropopause region [Carrasco and Bromwich, 1994; Eckhardt et al., 2004]. The subpolar band of low stratospheric influence can also be understood in terms of the distribution of potential temperature $\Theta$. Figure 3 shows a vertical section of $\Theta$, with the section’s left half running along 29.5°E from 60°S to the pole and its right half running from the pole along 169.5°W. The lowest $\Theta$ values occur near the surface over the shelf ice regions (near 80°S, 169.5°W in Figure 3). As the cold air from the Antarctic interior flows down to the coast with the katabatic winds and warms adiabatically, radiative cooling continues and $\Theta$ decreases, thus producing the most isolated air. As we shall see in following sections, this air is the most “aged” also in terms of time scales other than that for transport from the stratosphere.

[17] Figure 4 shows time series of the transport probabilities of originally stratospheric air masses for a box (70°S–86°S, 0°E–141°E) located over the Antarctic Plateau. At 3–5 km agl, there is a strong and systematic seasonal cycle, with maximum transport probabilities of 60–80% in late summer and fall, and minimum transport probabilities of 10% in late winter. This seasonality is contrary to that in the Arctic [Stohl, 2006] but it is in agreement with the opposite seasonal cycles of tropopause altitudes in the Arctic and Antarctic [Zängl and Hoinka, 2001], which is a result of the cold and stable stratospheric vortex over Antarctica in winter. A less clear but similar seasonal cycle of stratospheric influence is also found near the surface. Notice also the strong vertical gradient of the stratospheric influence, with transport probabilities for the layer 0.5–1.5 km agl higher by more than a factor of 2 than transport probabilities below 0.1 km agl, reflecting the extremely stable layering of the lowermost troposphere over the Antarctic Plateau (see Figure 3) and the strong cooling required to bring air down to the surface. In reality the stability is probably even higher than in the ECMWF data. Furthermore, strong inversions can be found below 100 m such that the air near the surface
will tend to be even more isolated than our results for the lowest 100 m indicate.

[18] The seasonality of stratospheric influence is confirmed by atmospheric measurements of the radionuclide beryllium-7, which is mostly produced in the stratosphere and upper troposphere, attaches to aerosols and is removed from the atmosphere by deposition together with the aerosols. We have used monthly data from the Environmental Measurements Laboratory’s Surface Air Sampling Project (SASP) (downloaded from http://www.eml.st.dhs.gov/databases/SASP/ on 7 September 2009) from four Antarctic stations to calculate the mean annual variation of beryllium-7. At both South Pole station and Mawson station (68°S, 63°E), beryllium-7 activity concentrations are about twice as high in summer (late summer at Mawson) than in winter, in agreement with the report of Savoie et al. [1992] and in agreement with our seasonal cycle of stratospheric influence. Concentrations at two coastal sites on the Antarctic Peninsula (Palmer station) and on King George Island (Marsh station) show rather flat seasonal cycles and much lower concentrations, most likely due to more efficient deposition of beryllium-7. Another radioactive isotope produced by natural processes in the stratosphere and also injected into the stratosphere by nuclear bomb tests is radioactive tritium. Tritium levels recorded in ice cores on the Antarctic Plateau are surprisingly high [Fourré et al., 2006]. While these high concentrations are mainly explained by the low accumulation rates in the Antarctic interior and show
a winter maximum following the minimum accumulation in winter, the high levels suggest an active injection of tritium from the stratosphere over the Plateau [Fourré et al., 2006].

[19] It is important to notice that the subsidence of stratospheric air to the surface is compatible with atmospheric cooling rates above Antarctica. Van de Berg et al. [2007] show time-averaged vertical profiles of the temperature forcing by different mechanisms as obtained from a regional climate model. Over the East Antarctic interior and for winter, they find cooling rates of about minus 2–3 K/d between the surface and about 6 km. The heat loss due to turbulent heat exchange with the surface peaks at −15 K/d close to the surface but is still at about −1 K/d 500 m above. Thus, the potential temperature difference between the surface and the tropopause can easily be overcome on a time scale of 10 days. Van de Berg et al. [2007] furthermore show that the heat lost is replaced mainly by the vertical advection term, leading to average subsidence of the order of 5 mm s⁻¹, which would produce a descent of 4.3 km in 10 days, again sufficient to transport air from the height of the tropopause to the top of the inversion layer. Notice that all these values are long-term averages and cooling and subsidence can be stronger. While time-averaged cooling rates and subsidence velocities are smaller in summer [Van de Berg et al., 2007], they are probably still sufficient to bridge the potential temperature difference between the tropopause and the surface. In fall, for which we obtain the largest stratospheric influence near the surface, the cooling rates and subsidence velocities are likely already comparable to those in winter.

3.2. Antarctic Age of Air

[20] Analogous to Stohl [2006], we measure the isolation of the Antarctic troposphere from the middle latitudes by the time a particle has spent continuously south of 70 °S: its “Antarctic age.” Figure 5 shows the average Antarctic age of air in the lowest 100 m of the atmosphere, for August (Figure 5a) and for January (Figure 5b). While January is clearly the month with the highest Antarctic age of air values, August is representative for a 6 month winter period (May to October) with almost 50% lower values (notice the different scales in Figures 5a and 5b). This is similar to the situation in the Arctic, where transport is slowest and the air is most aged in summer, too. Opposite to what one might expect, the Antarctic age of air does not peak near the South Pole but over the shelf ice regions, especially over the Ross Ice Shelf and the Ronne Ice Shelf where the tropopause is lowest (Figure 3). The maximum values found there (9 days in winter and 16 days in summer) are almost as high as the maxima found over the Arctic Ocean [Stohl, 2006]. Air entering these regions must be cooled strongly in terms of potential temperature, associated mainly with the katabatic winds. Thus, air in these regions arrives primarily via the continental interior and, thus, has the longest travel times from the middle latitudes. Over the Antarctic Plateau, the average age of air is only 4–6 days in winter and 9–14 days in summer. This implies that the South Pole is more strongly influenced by transport of air from middle latitudes than the North Pole.

[21] In order to measure the isolation of the Antarctic interior from the ocean, we also counted the time since the air was last over water (regardless of altitude, Figure 6), as
defined in the land cover data set of Belward et al. [1999] resampled to a resolution of 0.3°. As in this data set ice coverage is static at the annual minimum, time was actually counted since an air parcel was either over water or over seasonal sea ice. An important difference to the results for the Antarctic age of air (Figure 5) is that the maxima over the shelf ice regions are absent. Large parts of the Ross Sea near the shelf ice edge are seasonally ice free, providing a short transport route to the ice shelf. In a companion paper, Sodemann and Stohl [2009] show that the moisture falling as precipitation in these coastal areas evaporates in the vicinity. Over the Eastern Antarctic interior, the mean times that air has spent away from the ocean (Figure 6) are somewhat longer than the Antarctic age of air (Figure 5). The moisture falling as precipitation in this high-altitude region is transported over long distances from evaporation sources located much further north than for the coastal regions [Sodemann and Stohl, 2009] because the coastal air masses are too cold to be lifted isentropically to the Antarctic Plateau. The moisture over the Antarctic Plateau originates over the warmer lower latitude oceans where potential temperatures correspond approximately to those above the Plateau [Sodemann and Stohl, 2009], facilitating isentropic transport.

For air near the surface and south of 80°S, we find a consistent seasonal cycle of the mean time air has spent away from the open ocean or seasonal sea ice with a sharp summer maximum of 10–14 days and a broad winter minimum of ~6 days (Figure 7). Notice that transport times from the open ocean (a source, for instance, of sea salt aerosol [Fischer et al., 2007]) can be somewhat longer than indicated here when Antarctica is surrounded by seasonal sea ice in winter. The time scales decrease rapidly with altitude and the seasonal cycle becomes less pronounced in the upper troposphere than near the surface. The same altitude dependence and seasonal variation are found also for the Antarctic age of air (not shown).

3.3. Time in Continuous Darkness and Continuous Sunlight

Light is needed to fuel photolysis reactions and, thus, has a strong influence on chemical processes in the Antarctic troposphere. The duration of the polar day or night at a given location can be calculated from astronomical principles. However, how long an air parcel has been exposed to continuous illumination or continuous darkness depends more on the air parcel’s transport than on local light conditions. Therefore, the uninterrupted duration of illumination or darkness for a particle was determined based on hourly calculations of the solar zenith angle at the particle’s position.

Figure 8a shows a map of the mean time that air in the lowest 100 m of the atmosphere has spent in darkness for the month with the longest mean times in darkness, July. The patterns found are similar to the Antarctic age of air in August (Figure 5a), with maxima of 11 days over the Ross Ice Shelf and the Ronne Ice Shelf. Air near the South Pole has only spent about 1 week in darkness. In contrast, in the Arctic large regions are covered by air masses having been in darkness for about 2 weeks in December [Stohl, 2006, Figure 4].

Exposure to continuous illumination is longest in January (Figure 8b) and peaks at 20 days over the Ross Ice Shelf. It is longer than 2 weeks over most of the Antarctic...
Plateau. As compared to continuous darkness in winter, the duration of continuous illumination in summer maximizes closer to the pole and is weighted more heavily toward eastern Antarctica. This confirms the large potential air over the plateau has for receiving and accumulating nitrogen oxide emissions from the sun-exposed snowpack \cite{Davis et al., 2008} and for subsequent formation of ozone in summer.

3.4. Transport to Antarctica

\cite{26} Here we examine the pathways and time scales of atmospheric transport from lower-latitude regions to Antarctica and characterize the transport potential from Southern Hemisphere pollution source regions. For this, we started by identifying particles that are located south of 70°S for at least 5 consecutive days. This excludes particles just quickly passing through the polar region and leaves particles with a dominantly Antarctic character. We used either all particles from the entire Antarctic atmospheric column or, alternatively, only a subset which reached a minimum altitude below 1000 m above sea level (asl). The particles were then tracked back in time for 30 days to calculate a potential emission sensitivity (PES) function for the lowest 500 m of the atmosphere (the so-called footprint) where most emissions take place. The word “potential” shall indicate that transport alone is considered and removal processes, which would decrease the emission sensitivity, are ignored. PES is a measure for the impact a source of unit strength in a given grid cell would have in the Antarctic. Folding PES values with actual emission fluxes taken from an appropriate inventory (see below) yields so-called potential source contributions (PSC), which measure the emissions’ impact on Antarctic mixing ratios. Again, the word potential shall indicate that actual source contributions would be lower because of removal processes. Spatial integration of PSC values gives the total simulated mass mixing ratio of the emitted tracer species over Antarctica. For further details on the method, see \cite{Stohl, 2006}.

\cite{27} While PES values are independent of emissions, PSC values depend on the actual emission distribution, which is different for every substance. As in the work of Stohl \cite{2006}, only BC is considered here, which is produced mainly by combustion processes and is particularly important for radiative forcing. BC is taken as a surrogate for many other species that are also emitted by combustion processes. Temporally constant combined fossil fuel and biofuel BC emissions were taken from the inventory of Bond et al. \cite{2007} for the year 2000 (Figure 9, top). Biomass burning BC emissions were based on the RETRO data set \cite{Schultz et al., 2008} (Figure 9, bottom). The RETRO inventory ignores agricultural fires and has \~{}20\% lower emissions than another inventory by Bond et al. \cite{2004} but it has the advantage of monthly resolution, from which seasonal mean emissions were calculated using data for the years 1991–2000. Biomass burning is at maximum during spring in South America and Australia, and during winter in Southern Africa.

3.4.1. Winter

\cite{28} At 3 days back in time before entering the Antarctic at 70°S (Figure 10, top left), a small fraction of particles tracked back from the entire Antarctic column has reentered from the Antarctic but most of the particles come from north of 70°S. PES values over all continents other than Antarctica are still close to zero, except for the southern tip of South America. There is a preferred pathway of air into the Antarctic from the eastern half of the South Pacific Ocean with surface contact over the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas. This pathway follows approximately the Antarctic Polar Front which is located furthest south near the longitudes of the Antarctic Peninsula. On the other hand, there is relatively little surface contact over the Indian Ocean where the Antarctic Polar Front is located far north. These zonal asymmetries of transport are, however, much smaller than for the Arctic \cite{Stohl, 2006, Figure 8}.

\cite{29} Integrating back in time over the typical aerosol lifetime of 10 days (Figure 10, middle left), emission sensitivity has spread further north and substantial PES values can be found over the southern parts of South America, Australia and Africa. Nevertheless, an emission
source at the southern tip of these continents would have to be 2–3 orders of magnitude stronger than an emission source for instance in the Amundsen Sea to cause the same impact on Antarctic aerosol concentration levels. This clearly has implications for the increasing emissions in and around Antarctica and we will come back to this issue in section 3.4.3.

[30] Integrating over 30 days back in time (Figure 10, bottom left), PES fields are homogeneous over the Southern Ocean, whereas continental influence is still strongest over the southern parts of the continents. For instance, an emission source in northern Australia would have to be 2–3 orders of magnitude stronger than an emission source in southern Australia to impact Antarctica equally strong on a 30 day time scale. Meridional differences over the other continents are even larger. For the subset of particles reaching minimum altitudes below 1000 m asl south of 70°S, we only show a PES map integrated over 30 days (Figure 11, left). It is generally similar to the PES map for the full set of particles (Figure 10, bottom left), except that meridional gradients are stronger and, thus, sources close to the Antarctic continent are even more important.

[31] A comparison to the Arctic [Stohl, 2006] shows that for transport to the Antarctic on the 10 day time scale the largest PES values over South America, Africa and Australia are 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than over Eurasia for transport to the Arctic. Thus, already from this simple analysis it is clear that continental emissions have a much smaller impact on the concentrations of short-lived tracers for the Antarctic than for the Arctic. This is not because of a specific transport barrier (in section 3.2 we have shown that transport within the polar region is actually faster for the Antarctic than for the Arctic) but simply because continents are located further away from the pole and meridional distance is the most important parameter determining emission sensitivity in both hemispheres.

[32] Folding the PES values with BC emission fluxes yields potential source contributions (PSC), shown in Figure 12 for the subset of particles reaching a minimum altitude below 1000 m asl and for the full 30 day period of tracking, for anthropogenic and biomass burning BC emissions separately. As a result of the strong meridional gradient of the PES distribution, PSCs are concentrated near the southern parts of the continents, even though emission fluxes (Figure 9) are often higher further north. Overall, biomass burning emissions cause a higher total PSC than anthropogenic emissions (8.8 pptm versus 6.3 pptm) because of larger biomass burning than anthropogenic contributions from Australia and Africa. Coincidentally, the total PSC from South America, Africa and Australia differ from each other by only about a factor of 2 (both for anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions), despite the order of magnitude difference in continental total emissions (Figure 9). Africa, which has the highest total emissions, makes the smallest PSC, a result of its location relatively far north. Australia, which has the lowest total emissions makes a disproportionately large PSC because of relatively large emissions near its southern coast. Similarly, New Zealand also contributes substantially to anthropogenic BC over Antarctica. Also visible in Figure 12a are PSC from the Southern Ocean along the major ship routes to Antarctica, for instance near the tip of the Antarctic peninsula, or south of Australia. However, notice that ship emissions near Antarctica are actually concentrated in summer, which is not reflected in our annual inventory. The local ship emissions will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4.3.
The total anthropogenic PSC for the Antarctic, 6.3 pptm, is small compared to the corresponding value, 175 pptm, for the Arctic [Stohl, 2006, Figure 10], even for the relatively long 30 day tracking time. This underlines the smaller potential for pollution to reach the Antarctic than to reach the Arctic.

Figure 13 shows the BC PSC from the different continents as a function of time back since the crossing of 70°S. PSC generally increases rapidly with travel time. Consequently, for travel times typical of aerosol lifetimes (5–10 days), PSC values are much smaller than for the 30 days shown in Figure 12 and they are also concentrated more strongly toward the high southern latitudes (not shown). The very small PSC values for short travel times explain why haze is normally not formed in the Antarctic. For the Arctic, PSC from Europe is substantial already for travel times of a few days only [Stohl, 2006, Figure 11] and, thus, aerosols can reach the Arctic, causing Arctic Haze. The PSC growth is also different for the different source regions and source types. For instance, South American fires contribute very little to the total PSC at travel times of a few days but become comparable to the largest other sources at a travel time of 30 days. This is a consequence of the large fire emissions which are, however, located relatively far north (Figure 9).

The continental PSC is generally similar for the total Antarctic air column (Figure 13, top) and the low-altitude subset (Figure 13, bottom) but there are also important differences. For instance, for travel times of 5 days or less, South American anthropogenic emissions are more important near the surface than for the entire atmospheric column, a consequence of occasional rapid low-level transport from the southern parts of South America to the Antarctic Peninsula [Pereira et al., 2006]. In contrast, emissions from South American fires are more important at higher altitudes.

3.4.2. Summer

In summer, the meridional circulation at middle latitudes is less vigorous than in winter. Consequently, in summer PES values are higher near the Antarctic continent and lower over foreign continents than in winter. This is true both for the particles tracked from the entire Antarctic column (Figure 10) as well as for the subset of low-altitude particles (Figure 11). Compared to the winter situation, the main entrance region of midlatitude air is shifted toward the Antarctic Peninsula in summer (Figure 10, top right). This favors transport of air from South America, leading to only slightly lower PES values over that continent compared to winter, especially for the shorter time scales (Figure 10, top and middle right). PES values over Africa are much more strongly reduced compared to winter. For example, at the 10 day time scale, PES values are still close to zero over Africa (Figure 10, middle right). This is in good agreement with studies by Krinner and Genthon [2003] and Li et al. [2008], which showed that transport from South America...
Figure 10. PES for air that spends at least 5 days in the Antarctic, integrated over the last (top) 3 days, (middle) 10 days, and (bottom) 30 days before it arrived in the Antarctic, for winter (June, July, August, shown at left) and summer (December, January, February, shown at right).
to Antarctica is fastest, while transport from Africa to Antarctica is slowest.

[37] As a consequence of reduced PES values, total anthropogenic PSC for the 30 day time scale is only 2.3 pptm in summer (Figure 12b), compared to 6.3 pptm in winter (Figure 12a). The relative reduction is largest for Africa (0.1 pptm compared to 1.0 pptm) and smallest for South America. Overall, South American anthropogenic BC PSC dominates all other sources, both for the total column (Figure 14, top) and even more so for the near-surface air (Figure 14, bottom). The relative contribution of South America is largest for the shortest time scales.

[38] The reduction of PES in the middle latitudes in summer compared to winter is similar to the situation in the Arctic. The resulting relative decrease in total anthropogenic BC PSC in summer is ~60% for both polar regions. However, while there is active biomass burning at high northern latitudes in summer [Stohl, 2006, Figure 16], biomass burning in the southerly parts of the Southern Hemisphere continents is higher in winter. Consequently, the total biomass burning BC PSC for the Antarctic is more than an order of magnitude smaller in summer than in winter (0.6 pptm compared to 8.8 pptm, see Figures 12c and 12d), the combined effect of smaller emissions and slower transport. Almost all the biomass burning influence in summer comes from Australia.

3.4.3. The Importance of Local Sources

[39] Local pollution sources are strongly increasing in Antarctica, due to increased research activity but especially because of a rising number of tourists. While 6000 tourists have visited Antarctica (mostly with ships) in 1992–1993, this number was up to 26000 in 2005–2006 [Shirsat and Graf, 2009]. Half of the annual tourist activity occurs in a single month, December [Shirsat and Graf, 2009]. This activity appears to be reflected in the Bond et al. [2007] emission inventory, with annual BC emissions south of 60°S of 100 Mg. Converting the sulfur dioxide emissions reported for Antarctica by Shirsat and Graf [2009] to BC emissions using typical emission ratios for shipping, we obtain an annual BC emission of the order of only 20 Mg. However, Shirsat and Graf [2009] did not account for fishing, which is also an important activity in the seas surrounding Antarctica.

[40] Using the emission inventory of Bond et al. [2007] and assuming that half of the annual emissions south of 60°S occur in December while anthropogenic BC emissions are temporally constant elsewhere, we calculated PSC for the Antarctic air in the lowest 1000 m asl. For time scales of 5, 10, and 30 days, PSC values from south of 60°S are 0.06, 0.10 and 0.16 pptm, compared to total PSC values of 0.1, 0.27 and 2.3 pptm. For the shorter time scales of 5 and 10 days which can be considered as typical aerosol lifetimes, the region south of 60°S thus contributes 40–60% of the total PSC in December. This fraction would increase by taking into account the probably longer lifetime of aerosols emitted in the Antarctic compared to those emitted further north. Our calculations are averages over all of Antarctica. Regionally, BC mixing ratios could reach much higher levels, for instance near the Antarctic Peninsula where most of the tourist activity occurs.

[41] While the simulated BC mixing ratios are very low compared to the Arctic, this is nevertheless a matter of concern. BC emissions are accompanied by emissions of heavy metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and other
toxic compounds, and these may have nonnegligible impacts on the fragile Antarctic ecosystems. If Antarctica is to be preserved in its natural state, pollution impact is to be kept minimal. According to our results, controlling local emissions is essential to achieve this goal, especially in the face of increasing human presence in Antarctica. This calls for a careful monitoring of pollution trends, use of clean technology for ships visiting Antarctica, and a strict

**Figure 12.** BC PSC maps for a travel time of 30 days for particles that spend at least 5 days in the Antarctic while reaching a minimum altitude below 1000 m asl. (a) for anthropogenic emissions in winter, (b) for anthropogenic emissions in summer, (c) for biomass burning emissions in winter, and (d) for biomass burning emissions in summer. At the bottom of each plot, the total mixing ratio as well as the contributions from the Southern Hemisphere continents are reported.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have used a Lagrangian particle dispersion model, FLEXPART, to study transport into the Antarctic troposphere. Using 6 hourly particle position output, certain transport-related time scales (e.g., time in darkness) and properties (e.g., probability of transport from the stratosphere) have been calculated. Under the assumption that loss processes can be ignored, potential emission sensitivities were derived for time scales up to 30 days. On the basis of these emission sensitivities, potential source contributions were calculated at the example of BC using inventories for anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions. Ignoring loss processes certainly affects our capability to quantitatively simulate BC transport. Our aim here was mainly to characterize the pathways and time scales of the transport, and BC was only taken as an example. Our results are equally valid for other substances with similar source distributions (e.g., combustion products; in a broader sense most substances emitted on Southern Hemisphere continents). By choosing a transport time scale comparable to the typical lifetime of a substance, approximate source contributions from different regions can be derived from our results.

Our conclusions from this study are as follows:

1. Stratospheric air is brought down into the lower troposphere by descending air masses above the Antarctic continent. The probability that air near the surface of the Antarctic Plateau has come from the stratosphere within 10 days is ~0.7% (2%) in spring (fall). This is almost an order of magnitude greater than corresponding values near the North Pole. Lower transport probabilities, comparable to Arctic values, are found in a zonal band around Antarctica and especially over the Ronne Ice Shelf and Ross Ice Shelf regions. The seasonality of transport from the stratosphere with a maximum in late summer and a minimum in late winter is contrary to that in the Arctic.

2. The average time for which air near the surface has been exposed to continuous darkness in July (continuous light in January) is longest over the Ronne Ice Shelf and Ross Ice Shelf at ~11 days (20 days). The time air has been in complete darkness near the South Pole in July, about a week, is only half as long as the corresponding value near the North Pole.

3. The average time air near the surface of the Antarctic Plateau has spent continuously south of 70°S is 4–6 days in summer and 9–14 days in winter. Average
times that air has spent away from the ocean are somewhat longer, and average times for both quantities decrease strongly with altitude. This means that the Antarctic is relatively well connected to the middle latitudes and near-surface air near the South Pole is more influenced by atmospheric transport from the middle latitudes than air near the North Pole.

[47] 4. To determine in which regions emissions can influence Antarctic atmospheric composition, we calculated potential emission sensitivity (PES) values as a function of time, ignoring loss processes. On all time scales, meridional gradients of PES fields are very strong. On the 10 day time scale, in winter PES values near the southern ends of South America, Africa or Australia are 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than over the Amundsen Sea. On the 30 day time scale, emission sensitivity in northern Australia is 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than in southern Australia. Thus, while air above Antarctica is well connected to the middle latitudes, the long distance to the continents makes it unlikely for air from these continents to reach Antarctica on time scales relevant for aerosols and many short-lived trace gases.

[48] 5. By folding PES values with BC emission fluxes, potential source contributions (PSC) were calculated. In winter, biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions contribute 8.8 pptm and 6.3 pptv BC to Antarctic air on the 30 day time scale, respectively. The largest individual contributions come from Australian and South American fires (3.9 pptm and 2.8 pptm, respectively), and South American anthropogenic sources (3.3 pptm). Africa, which has the highest total emissions of the Southern Hemisphere continents, makes a relatively small contribution, because emissions are located further north than over South America and Australia. Australia, which has relatively small total emissions, makes a relatively large contribution because a large fraction of its emissions is located near its south coast.

[49] 6. Comparing the winter situation in the Antarctic and in the Arctic, we find that for the 10 day time scale, the largest PES values over South America, Africa and Australia are 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than over Eurasia for transport to the Arctic. Consequently, PSC for the Antarctic are much smaller than for the Arctic. Even for the 30 day time scale, the anthropogenic contribution to the Antarctic (6.3 pptm) is nearly a factor of 30 smaller than the anthropogenic contribution to the Arctic (175 pptm). Relative differences are even larger for shorter time scales.

[50] 7. In summer, PES values near Antarctica are higher while PES values over other continents are smaller than in winter. Over Africa, for instance, there is a factor 10 reduction in BC PSC, even on the 30 day time scale. Thus, PSC values are very low in summer: 2.3 pptm and 0.6 pptm for anthropogenic sources and biomass burning, respectively.

[51] 8. For typical aerosol lifetimes of 5–10 days, BC emissions from ships operating south of 60°S (as contained in the Bond et al. [2007] inventory) were found to account for 40–60% of the total BC PSC in December, considering the entire Antarctic region below 1000 m asl. Regionally, and especially for the Antarctic Peninsula, ships are likely to be the dominant source of BC and other pollutants in Antarctica during summer. This makes the recent dramatic increase in the number of tourists visiting Antarctica, as well as fishing activities at high southern latitudes a matter of concern.
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